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Fanny Hensel geb. Mendelssohn Bartholdy: 
Amateur or Professional?

A closer look at the chronology of her compositional output

By Angela Mace Christian

Female Authorship

Fanny Hensel geb. Mendelssohn Bartholdy’s reception history is now in the 
process of becoming established about 170 years after her death. The story of 
her life and music has been available in scholarly publications for over two 
decades now, and is appearing more frequently in publications for general au-
diences as well, such as program notes, concert reviews, blogs, advance press for 
concerts, and even semi-fictional biographies. Along with this growing interest 
in a long-neglected composer comes an anxiety of identity: do we categorize 
Hensel as an amateur (although an exceptionally talented one) or as a profes-
sional, and why does it matter? 

Many of these narratives, for both scholarly and general audiences (both 
categories, of course, are not mutually exclusive), describing Hensel’s life center 
on her inability to have a professional career as a musician or composer. Blame 
for these frustrated ambitions is usually placed on Hensel’s father, Abraham, 
who told her at the age of 14 to prepare for her role as a wife and mother1; or 
on her brother, Felix, who wouldn’t actively encourage his sister to publish; or 
on nineteenth-century society in general.2 Hensel’s life had a tragic end: just as 
she did start to publish, Hensel died abruptly from a stroke and left her story 
open-ended. Thus, we now struggle with questions regarding whether or not 
Hensel would have become a successful publishing composer, and whether or 

1 Sebastian Hensel: The Mendelssohn family 1729–1847 from letters and journals, New 
York 1882, vol. 1, p. 82 (orig.: Sebastian Hensel. Die Familie Mendelssohn 1729–1847 
in Briefen und Tagebüchern, 17th ed. Berlin 1918, vol. 1, p. 115).

2 For more on the restrictions that class and society placed on Hensel, see Nancy B. 
Reich, »The Power of Class: Fanny Hensel«, in: R. Larry Todd (ed.): Mendelssohn and 
His World, Princeton, 1991, p. 86–99; and Harald Krebs: »The ›Power of Class‹ in a 
New Perspective. A Comparison of the Compositional Careers of Fanny Hensel and 
Josephine Lang«, in: Nineteenth-Century Music Review 4 (2007), p. 37–48.
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not her compositional style or voice would have changed significantly as a re-
sult. At the core of these narratives, especially in the general / popular literature, 
is a desire to pity Hensel, to dramatize her story, and even to rescue her from 
her situation and imagine a new, more satisfactory, ending.3

Even after scholars in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries 
showed that Hensel was in fact a prolific composer and an accomplished pi-
anist who hosted her own concert series, the idea has persisted that she was 
thwarted, even actively suppressed, in her professional ambitions.4 In this essay, 
I don’t seek to determine whether or not Hensel was suppressed (that has been 
debated in detail elsewhere5), but rather to examine how our perceptions of her 
compositional productivity affect how we make those determinations about her 
amateur or professional status today.

This question is germane to understanding Hensel’s life and music, because 
she struggled with it herself for over twenty years. While popular narratives 
often over-dramatize her angst, these stories do have a grain of truth to them; 
Hensel’s diaries and letters to her brother are filled with self-doubt and painful 
indecision about whether or not to fulfill her artistic needs and start publishing 
or to remain an amateur and please her family.6 In the end, she did become a 
professional composer via publication, but her early death has made it impossi-

3 A project that launched in 2016, Fanny’s Forgotten Music, a play directed by Judit Ben-
edek in Sweden, dramatizes the suppression she faced and has Felix stealing her music 
to build his own career. Nannerl Mozart received similar treatment in a movie titled 
Nannerl, la sœur de Mozart in 2010, in which Nannerl dresses as a boy page to get her 
music premiered at court.

4 A full explication of these kinds of sources and the biographical narratives surrounding 
Hensel can be found in Marian Wilson Kimber: »The ›Suppression‹ of Fanny Mendels-
sohn. Rethinking Feminist Biography«, in: 19th-Century Music 26 (2002), p. 113–
129.

5 Kimber, »Suppression« (see fn. 4). In this article, Kimber cites several articles and books 
by Marcia Citron that she believes demonstrate too great an emphasis on the role of 
Felix in »suppressing« his sister, including: »Fanny Mendelssohn Hensel. Musician in 
Her Brother’s Shadow«, in: The Female Autograph. Theory and Practice of Autobiogra-
phy from the Tenth to the Twentieth Century, ed. Domna C. Stanton, Chicago 1987, 
p. 152–159; and: Gender and the Musical Canon, Cambridge [etc.] 1993. Kimber and 
Citron engaged in a scholarly debate over these two viewpoints and their publications 
on this topic form an enlightening commentary on the centrality of this question to 
Hensel reception today.

6 Marcia Citron: The Letters of Fanny Hensel to Felix Mendelssohn, New York 1987, and 
Fanny Hensel: Tagebücher, ed. Hans-Günter Klein and Rudolf Elvers, Wiesbaden [etc.] 
2002.
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ble for us to fully assess her status as a professional. We are thus left with a situ-
ation that is not unlike a Schrödinger’s Cat paradox: Hensel both was and was 
not a professional composer (the unobservable phenomenon in this metaphor 
is the hypothetical career that would have followed those first publications). 
One way to grapple with this paradox is to examine how we assess Hensel’s 
aptitude for professional composing in comparison to what we expect from a 
successful professional composer.

Hensel’s younger brother, Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, had strong views 
on that topic. Hensel lived for her entire adult life (from 1825 until her death) 
in the parental home at Leipziger Straße 3 in Berlin; Mendelssohn was either 
traveling or living in other cities and visited only a few times a year after 1829. 
Thus, Hensel’s mother, Lea Mendelssohn geb. Salomon, was actively involved 
in Hensel’s concert series (which she had initiated earlier as the Sunday Mu-
sicales as professional development for her son), and some of what we know 
about the series was preserved in letters that Lea wrote to various friends and 
family members reporting on the events.7 She knew intimately how much Hen-
sel struggled with her desire for validation beyond the family circle, and how 
much she wanted to publish. In late 1836, Hensel did publish her 1827 Lied 
Die Schiffende in Schlesinger’s Neue Original-Compositionen für Gesang und  
Piano; Felix thanked her »in the name of the public of Leipzig and elsewhere« 
for publishing it against his wishes and even programmed it on a concert at the 
Gewandhaus in Leipzig.8 This was certainly occasion to bring up the sensitive 
topic of Hensel’s broader publishing ambitions once again. Thus, on 7 June 
1837, Lea wrote to her son imploring him to help his sister start to publish:

»Shouldn’t she [Hensel] publish a selection of her lieder and piano pieces? […] All that 
holds her back is that you [emphasis original] have not called upon or encouraged her 
to do so. Wouldn’t it be reasonable for you to cheer her on and take the opportunity to 
secure a publisher?«9

7 Hans-Günter Klein: »…mit obligater Nachtigallen und Fliederblütenbegleitung«. Fan-
ny Hensels Sonntagsmusiken, Wiesbaden 2005.

8 Letter to Fanny Hensel, 7 March 1837 (MSB, Nr. 1596, vol. 5, p. 219f.); also quoted 
in Hensel, The Mendelssohn Family (see fn. 1), vol. 2, p. 30.

9 Letter of Lea Mendelssohn Bartholdy to Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, 7 June 1837 
(Bodleian Library Oxford, MDM, Green Books VI, 44, partly cited in MSB, vol. 5, p. 
654f., notes to Nr. 1659): »Sollte sie nicht eine Auswahl Lieder und Klavierstücke her-
ausgeben? […] Der Grund, daß Du sie nicht dazu aufgefordert und ermuntert habest, 
hält sie allein zurück. Wärs daher nicht billig, daß Du ihr Muth machtest, und auch 
Gelegenheit verschafftest, einen Verleger zu finden?« (translation adopted from R. Larry 
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Mendelssohn’s response of 24 June 1837 was very much in line with social ex-
pectations and the wishes of his father:

»I hopefully don’t need to say that as soon as she decides to publish I will spare no effort, 
to the extent that I can, to find her opportunities. But to encourage [emphasis original] 
her to publish I cannot do, since it runs counter to my views and convictions. […] One 
should publish only if one is willing to appear and remain an author for one’s life. That 
means a series of works, one after the other, to come forward with just one or two is only 
to annoy the public, or it will become a so-called manuscript for friends, which I really 
do not like. Fanny, as I know her, has neither enthusiasm nor calling for authorship, 
because she is too much a proper wife as is correct, raising Sebastian and looking after 
her house, and thinks neither of the public, nor the musical world, nor even about 
music, until this most important calling has been fulfilled.«10

Mendelssohn remained true to the promise he made here and never broached 
this topic with his sister; he didn’t actively oppose her wishes, but his silence 
on the subject surely would have been just as effectively discouraging. We don’t 
know whether or not Lea showed this letter to her daughter, but Hensel never 
did approach him to ask for help, and in fact had already taken her decision to 
publish and made the arrangements herself before working up the courage to 
tell her brother what she had done on 9 July 1846:

»I wouldn’t expect you to read this rubbish now, busy as you are, if I didn’t have to tell 
you something. But since I know from the start that you won’t like it, it’s a bit awkward 

Todd: Fanny Hensel. The Other Mendelssohn, Oxford [etc.] 2010, p. 208). Lea had 
herself been a remarkably precocious and accomplished woman in an era where accom-
plishment beyond the domestic sphere was not seen as feminine; she usually avoided 
revealing to most people that she could read Homer in the original Greek. It’s possible 
she felt a true affinity for her daughter’s frustrating predicament.

10 Letter of Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy to Lea Mendelssohn Bartholdy, 24 June 1837 
(MSB, Nr. 1659, vol. 5, p. 292): »Auch darüber hoffe ich brauche ich nicht ein Wort zu 
sagen, daß ich, sowie sie sich entschließt etwas herauszugeben ihr die Gelegenheit dazu, 
soviel ich kann, verschaffen und ihr all Mühe dabei die sich ihr ersparen läßt, abnehmen 
werde. Aber zureden etwas zu publiciren kann ich ihr nicht, weil es gegen meine Ansicht 
und Überzeugung ist. […] ich halte das Publiciren für etwas Ernsthaftes (es sollte das 
wenigstens sein) und glaube man soll es nur thun, wenn man als Autor sein Lebenlang 
auftreten und dastehn will. Dazu gehört eben eine Reihe von Werken, eins nach dem 
anderen, von einem oder zweien allein ist nur Verdruß von der Öffentlichkeit zu erwar-
ten, oder es wird eine sogenanntes Manuscr. für Freunde, das ich auch nicht liebe. Und 
zu einer Autorschaft hat Fanny wie ich sie kenne, weder Lust noch Beruf, dazu ist sie zu 
sehr eine Frau wie es recht ist, erzieht den Sebastian und sorgt für ihr Haus, und denkt 
weder ans Publicum, noch an die musikalische Welt, noch sogar an die Musik, außer 
wenn dieser erste Beruf erfüllt ist.«
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to get under way. So laugh at me or not, as you wish: I’m afraid of my brothers at age 
40 as I was of Father at age 14 – or more aptly expressed, desirous to please you and 
everyone I’ve loved throughout my life. And when I now know in advance that it won’t 
be the case, I thus feel rather uncomfortable. In a word, I’m beginning to publish.«11

Hensel’s late-blooming triumph was thus mitigated and undermined by de-
cades of cultural conditioning that taught her and women like her to mistrust 
their abilities and stifle their ambitions. Clara Schumann geb. Wieck, for ex-
ample, diminished her accomplishments as well as those of Hensel when she 
wrote after spending nearly every afternoon for a month in Hensel’s home in 
1847 that »Women always betray themselves in their compositions, and this is 
true of myself as well as of others.«12 Even though she used similar self-effacing 
language while sending a new work to her friend Franz Hauser in 1843, Hensel 
also exhibited a sense of aloofness and intentional separation from the kinds 
of women who, in Felix’s words, »annoyed the public« by publishing just one 
»manuscript for friends«: 

»Please excuse and censure all the amateurish, female snags within; a dilettante is a 
dreadful creature, a female author even more so, but when the two are joined into one 
person, of course the most dreadful being of all results. At least so far I have abstained 
from the printer’s ink; if someone suffers, it is my friends, and why is one in this world 
if not to be suffered by one’s friends?«13

11 Letter of Fanny Hensel to Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, 9 July 1846 (Citron, Letters / 
see fn. 6, p. 611–612): »Eigentlich sollte ich Dir jetzt gar nicht zumuthen, diesen Quark 
zu lesen, beschäftigt wie Du bist, wenn ich Dir nicht hätte schreiben müssen, um Dir 
etwas mitzutheilen. Da ich aber von Anfang weiß, daß es Dir nicht recht ist, so werde 
ich mich etwas ungeschickt dazu anstellen, denn lache mich aus, oder nicht, ich habe zu 
40 Jahren eine Furcht vor meinen Brüdern, wie ich sie zu 14 meinem Vater gehabt habe, 
oder vielmehr Furcht ist nicht das rechte Wort, sondern der Wunsch, Euch u. Allen die 
ich liebe, es in meinem ganzen Leben recht zu machen, u. wenn ich nun vorher weiß, 
daß es nicht der Fall seyn wird, so fühle ich mich rather [English original] unbehaglich 
dabei. Mit einem Wort, ich fange an herauszugeben.« 

12 Berthold Litzmann: Clara Schumann. An Artist’s life, trans. Grace E. Hadow, London 
1913, vol. I, p. 429.

13 Letter of Fanny Hensel to Franz Hauser, 24 November 1843 (Renate Hellwig-Unruh: 
»›Ein Dilettant ist schon ein schreckliches Geschöpf, ein weiblicher Autor ein noch 
schrecklicheres…‹. Sechs Briefe von Fanny Hensel an Franz Hauser«, in: Mendelssohn-
Studien 10 (1997), p. 222–223): »Verzeihen und rügen Sie alle darin vorkommende 
weibliche u. dilettantische Pferdefüße; ein Dilettant ist schon ein schreckliches Ge-
schöpf, ein weiblicher Autor ein noch schrecklicheres, wenn aber beides sich in einer 
Person vereinigt, wird natürlich das allerschrecklichste Wesen entstehen. Wenigstens 
habe ich mich aber bis jetzt der Druckerschwärze enthalten, u. wenn Jemand leidet so 
sind es meine Freunde, u. wozu ist man in der Welt, als von seinen Freunden zu leiden.« 
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The kinds of female authors that Hensel did not want to associate herself with 
were women like Madame de Staël, George Sand, and even her own aunt, Doro-
thea Mendelssohn Veit Schlegel. Their scandalous stories often mirrored their 
real lives filled with forbidden romantic liaisons, divorce, and widowhood. These 
non-conforming women threatened to subordinate the established patriarchy 
and political system in a Europe that was also dealing with numerous uprisings 
and the revolution of the working classes. The Mendelssohns, as an upper class 
assimilated Jewish family, were already at risk; they believed that they could not 
afford to have their eldest daughter parading herself to the public, no matter how 
talented she was or how respectable the publishing house might have been. 

Alphonse de Lamartine, writing on Madame de Staël, felt that it wasn’t ap-
propriate for a woman to embody the male genius because she was »no longer a 
woman, but a poet and orator.«14 This image was at odds with the image of the 
»ewig Weibliche« (»Eternal feminine«) that was supposed to raise men to great-
ness through purity of motive and idealized (rather than lustful) love.15 Women 
were supposed to model meek future wives for their brothers, obedience for their 
daughters, and morality for their husbands; they were not supposed to be draw-
ing undue attention to themselves or challenging society through their published 
prose, multiple marriages, and romantic conquests. Perhaps this is what Mendels-
sohn did not want to encourage in his sister: a concept of genius that exposed an 
upper class woman to the censure of the world and thus rendered her less respect-
able. Even the most talented upper class women were expected not to seek their 
own gratification from public notice, but rather to use their talents to promote 
their families in the private sphere via marriage and social connections. In an era 
when businesses were run mostly by family and expanded via marital alliance, this 
aspect of the talented upper class woman’s role was especially important. Hen-
sel knew this well and clearly anticipated the objections her brother would have 
when she distanced herself (with a little dry humor) from the revolutions break-
ing out with more and more frequency throughout Europe in the 1840s: 

»I hope I won’t disgrace all of you through my publishing, as I’m no femme libre and 
unfortunately not even an adherent of the Young Germany movement.«16

14 Linda L. Clark: Women and Achievement in Nineteenth-Century Europe, Cambridge 
[…] 2008, p. 47.

15 This concept was, of course, famously illustrated by the »Chorus mysticus« at the con-
clusion of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s Faust, Part II.

16 Letter of Fanny Hensel to Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, 9 July 1846 (Citron, Letters / 
see fn. 6, p. 612): »Schande hoffe ich Euch nicht damit zu machen, da ich keine femme 
libre u. leider gar kein junges Deutschland bin.«
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Her careful assertion that she was »no femme libre« is outright acknowledgment 
of the social dangers she knew she was opening herself to as a newly professional 
woman, but she also wanted to avoid being seen as a »dreadful creature«: a dil-
ettante. The problems associated with professional women were different from 
those associated with the dilettantes, whose outlets were vanity publications. 
The main difference is that the professional women threatened the very moral 
and political fabric of society, while the dilettantes only risked their own van-
ity being put on ill-advised display at the least and degrading standards in art 
and literature at the worst. Vanity publication still has a negative connotation, 
especially in academic publishing, so this anxiety is not new and was already 
making its way into articles by the late nineteenth century. As Timothy Laquin-
tano points out, novelist and historian Walter Besant »worried that the flood of 
work would irritate reviewers and degrade the status of the ›noble art of fiction.‹ 
›Literary vanity is, of course, at the bottom of this folly‹, Besant wrote, ›All the 
writer asks for is to be in print, only to be printed; if he can obtain this, as he 
always can on such terms, he will pay anything and sign anything.‹«17 Thus, 
Hensel negotiated a fine social line. She could be the self-absorbed amateur 
who pays to publish something once to satisfy her vanity and to amuse her 
friends (but without seeming too ambitious by publishing more than one or 
two things); or, she could be the social rebel whose writing, publishing, and in 
some cases advocacy for civil rights, takes precedence over her family and her 
morals. She was neither, but she risked becoming – or at least being viewed as 
– either. She did not decide to publish on her own until her son was a teenager, 
which certainly was not an accident of chronology. By that time, Hensel was 
firmly established as a successful wife, mother, and hostess of her highly respect-
able salon and concert series, the family business was secure and expanding, and 
she didn’t perhaps have the same concerns about how publishing might affect 
her or her family’s reputation.

Hensel’s domestic roles did, in fact, take a toll on her compositional output, 
however; her first pregnancy was a difficult one and she was confined to bed for 
weeks; she experienced a miscarriage and a late-term still birth; and she was of-
ten tending to ill family members. In a broader sense, as numerous studies and 
biographies over the past few decades have shown, Hensel’s biography definitely 

17 Walter Besant: »On Paying for Publication«, in: Author 1/3 (1891), p. 75. Cited in 
Timothy Laquintano: »The Legacy of the Vanity Press and Digital Transitions«, 
in: JEP. The Journal of Electronic Publishing 16/1 (Summer 2013), http://dx.doi.
org/10.3998/3336451.0016.104.
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played a role in her artistic output as she reacted to events in her life and in the 
world around her. Thus, Mendelssohn’s remarks about a steady supply of new 
publications in order not to »annoy the public« is a salient point to consider 
in assessing how Hensel’s varying levels of compositional productivity over her 
lifetime factor into our reception of her as an amateur or professional composer. 

Evaluation of Compositional Productivity

In order to evaluate as objectively as possible the consistency of Hensel’s com-
positional output, I have compiled a list of her works completed by year (Ap-
pendix A). Because her brother asserted that consistency in output was the 
mark of a professional composer, I have done the same for Mendelssohn to see 
if he in fact demonstrated that kind of consistency as a publishing composer 
(Appendix B). He is an excellent comparison since the two composers started 
composing at the same time and died in the same year and they shared com-
position teachers and aesthetic values, but otherwise experienced the opposite 
sides of the gender divide in the field. Since publishing was for Mendelssohn 
the difference between amateur and professional, I have also included informa-
tion for Mendelssohn’s publications by year in the »Notes« column. The opuses 
are listed in the year they appeared, not in the year they were composed. In 
addition, for Hensel, I have included major events in her life that had either a 
positive or a negative impact on her productivity. 

Using this data, I have generated charts that visually approximate the pro-
ductivity and consistency of each composer’s output (figure 1). There are several 
limitations on the accuracy of these charts: there is no weighting to account 
for size of the genre (e.g., solo Lied vs. Oratorio). Both charts are missing a 
small percentage of works because we don’t have dates of composition for those 
works; in Hensel’s case, there are fewer than 10 works for which we don’t have 
at least a terminus post quem, and for Mendelssohn there are around 40, by 
current scholarship. The numbers are intended to show only whether or not 
the composer produced any kind of work in a given year. This analysis could 
be strengthened by a scale factor for the size of individual works  / genres to 
account for compositional effort / work done, but for my thesis this is not nec-
essary. Mendelssohn’s main argument was for consistency and thus this chart 
shows how many individual works were completed and / or released regardless 
of scope. 
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Because Mendels-
sohn put himself in 
the position of defin-
ing what it meant to 
be a professional com-
poser for his sister, I 
will examine his chart 
briefly first. Mendels-
sohn’s trend line does 
show steady produc-
tivity. His composi-
tional activity results 
in a consistent zigzag 
along that trend line 
and reflects his work 
with larger genres just 
as his sister’s does; for 
example, the two pla-
teaus around 1835–
1836 and 1846–1847 
coincide with his work 
on his two oratorios, 
Paulus (op. 36) and 
Elias (op. 70). How-
ever, because Men-
delssohn did not define professional composition as just steady productivity but 
rather a steady supply of publications (which, one would assume, would require 
equally consistent compositional productivity), we need to consider the consis-
tency of his publications as well. That chart can be seen in figure 2, where it is 
compared with Hensel’s publications. There we can see that Mendelssohn did in 
fact produce publications steadily throughout his career. He published 72 opuses 
(this graph does not include any works published posthumously) and his life-
time publications numbered around 80 when we include separate appearances of 
parts, full scores, and piano duet arrangements as individual publications. These 
72 opuses, comprising 204 individual works, represent about 25% of his entire 
output. Hensel’s 7 opuses, comprising 41 individual works, represent about 10% 
of her entire output.

Figure 1. Productivity charts with trend lines representing the 
compositional output for Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy and 
Fanny Hensel geb. Mendelssohn Bartholdy over their life times.
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Mendelssohn fa-
mously held himself to 
extremely high stan-
dards, worked com-
pulsively, and traveled 
extensively to conduct 
his premieres; it is clear 
that he felt strongly that 
a professional compos-
er should not allow any 
gaps to exist in his or her 
publishing record. His 
chart reflects his effort 
in that area; while there 
is a spike in 1830, the 
trajectory of publications 
is otherwise steady. He 
knew very well the sac-
rifice of time and health 
required to make that 
possible and, while today 
we see his response to the 
idea of his sister publish-
ing as gratuitous projec-

tion, it is still true that one needs space and time to create consistently. Space and 
time were commodities that not many women (especially in the lower classes) had 
in the nineteenth century.18 Even Hensel as an upper class woman who did in fact 
have a room of her own still spent a significant amount of her time attending to 
her home, family, and social circle. In addition, the extensive travel necessary to 
expand her career would have been out of the question as an upper class woman 
with a young child.19

18 This idea, of course, was famously elucidated in Virginia Woolf ’s seminal essay, A Room 
of One’s Own (1929).

19 Clara Schumann geb. Wieck, as a middle class woman, could travel and did. The atti-
tudes towards a woman’s duty first to her family, however, extended far into the 20th 
century. In the film Song of Love (1947), starring Katharine Hepburn as Clara, the film 
makers created a scene in which Clara hurriedly finishes a performance to rush off stage 
and nurse her child.

Figure 2. Productivity charts with trend lines showing the 
publications each year by Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy and 
Fanny Hensel geb. Mendelssohn Bartholdy over their life 
times.
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In Hensel’s chart (see figure 1), works for which we have only a date range 
are placed at the midpoint of that range; for example, several works composed 
during the Italian Journey fall in the 1839–40 range. Thus, those works, for the 
purpose of calculation, were dated »1839.5.« In 1824, Hensel’s teacher, Carl 
Friedrich Zelter, communicated in a letter to Johann Wolfgang von Goethe that 
his young student had completed 32 fugues.20 However, these 32 works are not 
included in the data point for 1824 because we don’t know how many fugues 
she wrote each year leading up to that point. These works have not been located 
to date and are believed lost. 

Hensel’s trend line falls steadily from her most productive years in the late 
1820s, through some of her least productive years after 1830. The fall in pro-
ductivity coincides with Hensel’s new marriage, new apartment and subsequent 
renovations in the Gartenhaus of the Mendelssohn home, and difficult first 
pregnancy and new motherhood. The reduction in composition at this point 
may have also been an initial attempt to fulfill that expected role as wife and 
mother, even though her husband rigorously urged her to continue practicing 
the piano and composing. In addition, Hensel started venturing into larger 
genres; in 1831, Hensel composed only 7 works, but three of those were large-
scale cantatas with orchestrated scores. She also began her Sonntagsmusiken in 
that year, which took a significant investment of time and resources with her 
one-year-old son under foot. In 1834, Hensel completed her String Quartet in 
E-flat major, which was a revision and transcription of a piano sonata she had 
started shortly after her wedding in 1829. She also wrote several ambitious con-
cert arias for performance in her Sonntagsmusiken in the early 1830s. 

Hensel’s productivity began to rise again towards 1836, but the death of her 
father abruptly changed the direction once more. She rallied again in 1839–
1841, inspired by her trip to Italy in 1839–1840, but in 1842, Hensel didn’t 
write a single work. This was the only year after she wrote her first works in 
1819 that Hensel did not compose at all (in 1845, when she traveled with her 
family to Florence, Italy to tend her ill and pregnant sister, she again did not 
compose any original works but did create two arrangements for piano). Ini-
tially, one might suppose that her mother’s sudden death in 1842 would have 
caused that lacuna; however, Lea did not pass away until late in the year on 11 

20 Letter of Carl Friedrich Zelter to Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, 10 December 1824, 
quoted in: Der Briefwechsel zwischen Goethe und Zelter, ed. Max Hecker, Leipzig 
1918, vol. 2, p. 310.
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December. Instead, Hensel was happily engaged in the social aspects of her life 
in Berlin, which of course also included numerous musical activities, and she 
apparently did not feel compelled to compose. Her mother’s death devastated 
Hensel and her siblings, and the front of the house at Leipziger Straße 3 fell 
dark and empty for months – so much so that the house was burglarized on 5 
February 1843.21 Finally, on 23 March, she pulled herself out of her year-long 
hiatus with another ambitious project: her Scenes from Faust (Part II, Scene 1).22

In 1846, when Hensel finally started to publish more seriously (she had al-
ready published three Lieder under her own name in 1832, 1837 and 1839), the 
new-found validation – and perhaps an element of pressure to produce knew 
works to publish, whether self-imposed or not – spurred the most productive 
year in Hensel’s output since 1825 with 49 works. Based on the works that she 
chose for publication, we can deduce that this rise in composition in 1846 was 
also partly due to a desire to publish only newer items in her collection. She 
did not reach more than ten years back into her catalogue to select works for 
publication, and after her first two opuses she published only works from 1840 
or newer; she most likely felt that those older works were not mature enough 
and would not withstand public scrutiny. The only works from the 1820s that 
did make it into publication were most likely selected by her brother for her 
several posthumous publications.23 What this chart cannot tell us is how the 
trend line might have changed if Hensel had not died in 1847, which is pre-
cisely the speculation many are tempted to make. There is no certainty that 
she would have built on the spike in her productivity because Hensel herself 
doubted whether she could sustain a regular series of publications. On 12 April, 
she wrote in her diary: »My last 3 volumes have now appeared, and I fear that 
I stand at the end of my publishing business.«24 She didn’t provide any reasons 
for her premonition. About two weeks later in the final lines of her final diary 
entry, on 26 April, she complained that she was »having a terrible time, nothing 

21 Hensel, Tagebücher (see fn. 6), p. 221, Diary entry of 13 March 1843.
22 Renate Hellwig-Unruh: Fanny Hensel geb. Mendelssohn Bartholdy. Thematisches Ver-

zeichnis der Kompositionen, Aldiswil 2000 (= H-U), Nr. 389.
23 Stephen Rodgers has written a new study of these posthumous publications and Felix’s 

highly probable role in selecting them that is forthcoming in: Rethinking Mendelssohn, 
ed. Benedict Taylor and Angela Mace Christian, New York / Oxford: Oxford University 
Press.

24 Hensel, Tagebücher, Diary entry of 12 April 1847: »Meine letzten 3 Hefte sind nun 
erschienen, und ich fürchte, ich stehe am Ende meiner Herausgeberschaft.« 
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is working for me musically, and since my trio [op. 11 posthumous] I haven’t 
written a single usable measure.«25 

The sudden rise in productivity at the end of her life is what spurs the imag-
inations of those who wish to create a »success« story for Hensel’s hypothetical 
future, or to emphasize the tragedy of her life cut short just when she was finally 
breaking free. But these narratives are not supported by the trend in the data 
that is there, and furthermore are contradicted by Hensel’s own flagging com-
positional inspiration and interest in publishing. Hensel had experienced low 
points in her inspiration before (for instance, she was depressed by the cold, 
grey winter weather when she returned to Berlin from Italy in 1840 and found 
her inspiration adversely affected), but she did rally each time (1841 was her 
most productive year between 1824 and 1846). The possibility exists that she 
once again could have become productive, but the data shows that she did not 
produce works at a steady or, by her brother’s definition, »professional« rate, 
and that she most likely would not have suddenly started to do so as a result of 
her successful first publications. 

Marian Wilson Kimber asserts that Hensel viewed her publishing as some-
thing of an experiment and that she felt little angst over the situation based on 
a letter Hensel wrote to her friend Angelica von Woringen26: 

»I was always afraid of being disparaged by my dearest friends, since I’ve expressed 
myself against it my whole life and right up to the present years. In addition, I can 
truthfully say that I let it happen more than made it happen, and it is this in particular 
that cheers me. [...] If they want more from me, it should act as stimulus to achieve, 
if possible, more. If the matter comes to an end then, I also won’t grieve, for I’m not 
ambitious, and so I haven’t yet had the occasion to regret my decision.«27

While the data in the chart does seem to support Kimber’s interpretation of 
this passage, we must also be cautious about any statement Hensel made to 

25 Ibid., 276: »Ich habe jetzt eine verdrießliche Zeit, es will mir nichts Musikalisches gelin-
gen, seit meinem Trio habe ich keinen tauglichen Takt geschrieben.«

26 Kimber, »Suppression« (see fn. 4), p. 117.
27 Letter of Fanny Hensel to Angelica von Woringen, 26 November 1846 (Kimber, »Sup-

pression« / see fn. 4, p. 117; Citron, Letters / see fn. 6, p. 352): »Ich hatte eigentlich 
immer Angst, von meinen liebsten Freunden gemißbilligt zu werden, da ich mich mein 
Lebenlang u., bis in meine jetzigen Jahre entgegengesetzt ausgesprochen habe. Auch 
kann ich mit Wahrheit sagen, ich habe es mehr geschehn lassen, als gethan, u. das ist 
es, was mich eigentlich freut. […] Wird mehr von mir verlangt, so soll es mir ein Sporn 
seyn, wo möglich mehr zu leisten, hat die Sache damit ein Ende, so werde ich mich 
auch nicht grämen, denn ich bin nicht ehrgeizig, u. so habe ich bis jetzt noch nicht 
Gelegenheit gehabt, meinen Entschluß zu bereuen.« 
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others about her own ambitions. Women were hesitant about revealing their 
ambitions to others; they reserved the truth for their diaries, if at all.28 Hensel’s 
story is indeed tragic, she definitely struggled against the conflicting impulses of 
art and duty, and her family and society most certainly did have something to 
do with that. However, one does not produce at the volume and quantity that 
Hensel did (over 450 completed works) if one is not ambitious or driven by the 
desire to create even in the absence of any encouragement outside the family 
circle. This data ultimately shows that while Hensel did have to adjust her out-
put to allow for domestic constraints on her time in a way that upper class men 
of the era were not expected to do, she was a serious composer, whether she was 
professional or not.

Conclusions

Now we return to the question at the start of this essay: do we categorize Hensel 
as an amateur (although an exceptionally talented one) or as a professional, and 
why does it matter? If sustained publication, combined with steady productiv-
ity, is the mark of a professional composer, I propose that we categorize Hensel 
as an amateur because the data does not support any other conclusion. The 
unfortunate event of her early death precluded the generation of additional data 
to change that status. 

However, I do not claim that this determination is the final word on this 
matter that has inspired numerous articles with conflicting viewpoints. The 
reason we care whether or not she was professional or fulfilled in her artistic 
endeavors is bound up with feminist narratives of biography, which has played 
out in Hensel’s case specifically between Marian Wilson Kimber and Marcia 
Citron, who do not agree on how we should talk about the role of family and 
society in Hensel’s decisions.29 Post-feminist analysis, however, always needs to 
acknowledge the basic fact that the playing field was not even between men and 
women whether or not we agree on how that directly affected the women in 
those situations. 

Upper class women, in particular, were never expected to have a public 
career and thus were offered neither encouragement nor training necessary to 

28 Clark, Women and Achievement (see fn. 14), p. 55.
29 See footnote 4 for citations regarding this subject.
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reach their full potential. Women were not allowed into conservatories of mu-
sic, and the situation was the same for women in the visual arts; when women 
were given training, it was usually by male family members and in the rare 
instances where women were allowed formal training, they were not allowed 
in figure drawing classes which is necessary for full understanding of anatomy 
and thus effective drawing, painting, and sculpture.30 This fundamental train-
ing equates to restricted access to the study of counterpoint for women, which 
Hensel did have the unusual opportunity to learn with Zelter alongside her 
brother. Further, women in visual art were expected to restrict themselves to 
genre painting (portraiture, still-lifes, florals, domestic scenes), much as women 
in music were expected to restrict themselves to domestic genres like the Lied 
and character piece.

As Citron points out, there are four necessary steps for entry into the canon: 
»A composition first has to be written, then it has to be published in order to be 
circulated, at least after ca. 1780. It has to reach public consciousness by a first 
performance and then remain there through some regularity of performance.«31 
Social conditions made it extremely difficult for women to achieve all four parts 
of this process, so the gender disparity makes public success or membership in 
the canon an unusable measure of success for these women. However, this data 
does show us a picture of a dedicated woman with a true »composer’s urge« 
to create music, but who struggled with deep discouragement throughout her 
life which prevented her from achieving her full potential. In the end, Hensel 
was not a professional composer by contemporary standards as outlined by 
her brother, but we don’t need to create that identity for her today in order to 
appreciate her life and works as they now slowly begin to make their way into 
the canon.

30 Clark, Women and Achievement (see fn. 14), p. 84.
31 Marcia Citron: »Gender, Professionalism and the Musical Canon«, in: Journal of Musi-

cology 8 (1990), p. 104.
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Appendix

Note: Genres are listed in the order in which they appear in Grove Music On-
line / Oxford Music Online articles for these composers (the article on Hensel is 
forthcoming, by the present author). 

Appendix A: 
Works of Fanny Hensel geb. Mendelssohn Bartholdy (1805–1847)

Year Works Genres Notes
1819 13 Piano solo (12), Solo songs (1)

1820 36 Solo songs (22), Chorale arrangements (6), 
Composition exercises (6), Piano solo (1), 
Choral songs (1)

1821 32 Piano solo (8), Choral songs (1), Solo songs 
(8), Composition exercises (12), Chorale 
arrangements (1), Cadenzas / arr / tr. (2)

Met Wilhelm

1822 15 Chamber (1), Piano solo (2), Solo songs (12) Courted by 
Wilhelm, family 
trip to Switzerland

1823 53 Chamber (1), Piano solo (15), Piano Four-
Hands (1), Choral Song (1), Solo songs (34), 
Cadenza (1)

Wilhelm departs 
for Italy

1824 30 Piano solo (9), Solo songs (20), 
Transcriptions (1)

1825 24 Piano solo (3), Solo songs (18), Vocal duets 
(2), Vocal quartets (1)

Move to Leipziger 
Straße

1826 26 Piano solo (8), Solo songs (17), Vocal 
quartets (1)

1827 28 Piano solo (9), Solo songs (19) 

1828 14 Piano solo (3), Solo songs (11) Wilhelm returns 
from Italy
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1829 25 Stage (1), Chamber (2), Piano solo (4), 
Organ (3), Choral songs (1), Solo songs (12), 
Vocal duets (1), Instrumentation (1)

Engaged 23 
January;
Felix departs 10 
April;
Married 3 October

1830 8 Piano solo (2), Solo songs (5), Transcriptions 
(1)

Birth of son, 
Sebastian, on 17 
June

1831 7 Cantatas (3), Concert arias (1, completed 
1832) Solo songs (3)

Beginning of 
Sonntagsmusiken

1832 7 Orchestral (1), Piano solo (3), Choral songs 
(1), Solo songs (1), Vocal duets (1)

Stillborn daughter, 
1 November

1833 4 Cantata (1), Piano solo (1), Solo songs (2)

1834 7 Chamber (1), Solo songs (6)

1835 11 Concert aria (1), Solo songs (3), Vocal duets 
(3), Vocal trios (3), Arrangements (1, ca. 
1835)

1836 24 Piano solo (11), Solo songs (6), Vocal duets 
(5),Vocal trios (2) 

Death of father, 
Abraham, 19 
November

1837 16 Piano solo (4), Solo songs (6), Vocal duets 
(4), Vocal trios (1), Transcriptions (1)

Felix’s wedding 
in Frankfurt, 28 
March; Miscarriage 
ca. 30 March

1838 13 Piano solo (4), Solo songs (4), Vocal duets 
(3), Transcription (2)

1839 11 Piano solo (4), Solo songs (2), Vocal duets 
(3), Vocal quartets (2)

Italian journey

(1839–40) 3 Piano solo (1), Solo songs (2) (Italian journey)

1840 19 Piano solo (9), Vocal duets (5), Solo songs 
(3), Vocal trios (1), Transcriptions (1)

Italian journey
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1841 33 Stage (1), Chamber (1), Piano solo (16), Solo 
songs (11), Vocal duets (2), Vocal trios (1), 
Vocal quartets (1) 

1840–43 2 Piano solo (2)

1842 0 No works with a date of 1842 Death of mother, 
Lea, 11 December

1843 12 Stage (1), Piano solo (4), Solo songs (5), 
Vocal quartets (1), Transcription (1)

1844 12 Piano solo (4), Piano four-hands (3), Solo 
songs (5)

1845 2 Transcriptions / arrangements (2) Tending ill and 
pregnant sister, 
Rebecka, in 
Florence, Italy

1846 49 Piano solo (19), Solo songs (15), Vocal 
quartets (11), Vocal trios (1), Secular choral 
works (3)

Publication

1847 2 Chamber (1), Solo songs (1) Death, 14 May

Date 
unknown

6 Transcriptions / arrangements (6)

Appendix B: Works of Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy (1809–1847)

Year Works Genres Notes
1817 1 Arrangements (1)

1819 3+ Two pianos (1), Solo songs (1), Composition 
exercises (1819–21)

1820 53 Stage (3), Chamber (12), Piano solo (28), 
Organ (4), Choral songs (2), Solo songs (3), 
Arrangements (1)
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1821 30 Stage (3), Orchestral (7), Chamber (13), 
Piano solo (5), Organ (1), Motets / Anthems 
(6), Secular cantatas (1), Solo songs (2), 
Canons (1), Arrangements (1), Two pianos 
(1)

1822 16 Orchestral (3), Chamber (1), Piano 
solo (3), Psalms / Sacred cantatas (3), 
Motets / Anthems (1), Choral songs (2), Solo 
songs (4)

1823 27 Stage (1), Orchestral (7), Chamber (3), Piano 
solo (3), Organ (4), Motets / Anthems (1), 
Concert arias (1), Solo songs (7)

Op. 1

1824 17 Orchestral (3), Chamber (3), Piano solo (3), 
Piano duet (1), Psalms / Sacred cantatas (1), 
Motets / Anthems (2), Solo songs (3)

Op. 4

1825 10 Stage (1), Orchestral (1), Chamber (2), Piano 
solo (1), Psalms / Sacred cantatas (1), Solo 
songs (1), Concert arias (1), Canons (2)

Opp. 2, 3, 5

1826 14 Orchestral (1), Chamber (1), Piano solo (9), 
Psalms / Sacred cantatas (1), Solo songs (1), 
Canons (1)

Opp. 6, 8 (1–6)

1827 25 Orchestral (1), Chamber (2), Piano 
solo (5), Psalms / Sacred cantatas (2), 
Motets / Anthems (2), Choral songs (1), Solo 
songs (10), Canons (2)

Opp. 7, 8 
(complete)

1828 13 Stage (1), Orchestral (2), Piano solo (3), 
Psalms/sacred cantatas (1), Motets / Anthems 
(2), Secular cantatas (2), Choral songs (2) 

Op. 10

1829 15 Stage (1), Chamber (3), Piano solo (3), 
Organ (1), Psalms / Cantatas (1), Concert 
arias (1), Solo songs (3), Canons (1), 
Ed / transcr / arr. (1)

Opp. 9

1830 31 Orchestra (2), Piano solo (6), Psalms / Sacred 
cantatas (2), Motets / anthems (4), Solo songs 
(15), Canons (2)

Opp. 11 (chamber 
arrangement), 12, 
13 (parts), 14, 
15, 17
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1831 12 Orchestral (1), Piano solo (2), Organ (1), 
Psalms / Sacred cantatas (3), Solo songs (4), 
Canons (1)

Op. 16

1832 15 Orchestral (1), Chamber (1), Piano solo (2), 
Psalms / Sacred cantatas (2), Secular cantatas 
(1), Solo songs (5), Canons (3)

Opp. 21 (parts), 
22, 23, 25

1833 32 Stage (2), Orchestral (5), Chamber (1), Piano 
solo (4), Organ (2), Psalms / Sacred cantatas 
(1), Motets / Anthems (3), Choral songs (1), 
Solo songs (5), Canons (4), Ed / transcr / arr. 
(3), Two pianos (1)

Opp. 18, 19a, 19b, 
20 (pf duet), 26 
(pf duet)

1834 21 Orchestra (1), Piano solo (7), Organ (1), 
Choral songs (2), Concert arias (1), Solo 
songs (8), Ed / transcr / arr. (1)

Opp. 11 (parts), 
28, 29

1835 21 Chamber (1), Piano solo (8), Organ (2), 
Choral songs (3), Solo songs (4), Canons (2), 
Ed / transcr / arr (1)

Opp. 21 (fs), 26 
(fs), 27, 30, 31

1836 27 Oratorios (1), Piano solo (15), Organ (1), 
Vocal duets (4), Canons (4), Ed / transcr / arr 
(1) 

Opp. 32, 33, 36 
(vs)

1837 27 Piano solo (6), Orchestral (1), Chamber 
(1), Organ (3), Psalms / Sacred cantatas (1), 
Motets / Anthems (1), Choral songs (5), Solo 
songs (3), Canons (5), Arrangements (1)

Opp. 34, 35, 36 
(fs), 37, 38

1838 15 Chamber (3), Orchestral (1), Piano solo (1), 
Psalms / Sacred cantatas (1), Choral songs 
(4), Solo songs (2), Canons (2)

Opp. 39, 40, 41, 
42

1839 45 Canons (8), Chamber (2), Choral songs 
(13), Stage (1), Orchestral (1), Organ 
(3), Arrangements (1), Piano solo (4), 
Psalms / Sacred cantatas (3), Solo songs (8), 
Vocal duets (1)

Opp. 24, 43, 44 
(parts), 45, 47

1840 15 Canons (4), Choral songs (4), Orchestral (1), 
Organ (1), Piano solo (1), Solo songs (3), 
Vocal duets (1)

Opp. 44 (fs), 48, 
49, 50
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1841 29 Stage (1), Orchestral (1), Organ (1), Piano 
duet (1), Piano solo (12), Solo songs (5), 
Canons (8)

Opp. 51, 52, 53, 
54

1842 20 Orchestral (2), Piano solo (9), Choral songs 
(2), Solo songs (3), Vocal duets (1), Canons 
(3)

Opp. 13 (fs), 46, 
56 (pf duet)

1843 30 Stage (1), Chamber (2), Motets/anthems 
(5), Piano solo (6), Psalms / Sacred cantatas 
(3), Choral songs (11), Secular cantatas (1), 
Canons (1)

Opp. 55, 56 (fs), 
57, 58, 59

1844 49 Orchestral (2), Piano solo (5), Piano duet 
(8), Organ (10), Psalms / Sacred cantatas (3), 
Motets / Anthems (4), Choral songs (4), Solo 
songs (1), Vocal duets (4), Canons (8)

Opp. 60, 61, 62, 
63 

1845 23 Stage (1), Chamber (3), Piano solo (6), 
Organ (6), Solo songs (3), Canons (1), 
Ed / transcr / arr. (2)

Opp. 64, 65, 67

1846 25 Oratorios (1), Secular cantatas (1), Choral 
songs (1), Concert arias (1), Psalms / Sacred 
cantatas (2), Motets / Anthems (4), Canons 
(11), Ed / transcr / arr. (4)

Opp. 66, 68

1847 25 Stage (1), Oratorios (1), Chamber (3), 
Motets / Anthems (3), Choral songs (3), 
Concert arias (1), Solo songs (8), Vocal duets 
(1), Canons (2), Ed / transcr / arr. (2)
 

Opp. 69, 70, 71, 
72

42+ works without known dates

NB: Abbreviations: pf = pianoforte; vs = vocal score; fs = full score; Ed / tran-
scr / arr = Editions, transcriptions, arrangements
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